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Abstract—Current main memory organizations in embedded and mobile application systems are DRAM dominated. The ever-increasing gap between today’s processor and memory speeds makes the DRAM subsystem design a major aspect of computer system design. However, the limitations to DRAM scaling and other challenges like refresh provide undesired trade-offs between performance, energy and area to be made by architecture designers. Several emerging NVM options are being explored to at least partly remedy this but today it is very hard to assess the viability of these proposals because the simulations are not fully based on realistic assumptions on the NVM memory technologies and on the system architecture level. In this paper, we propose to use realistic, calibrated STT-MRAM models and a well-calibrated cross-layer simulation and exploration framework, named SEAT, to better consider technologies aspects and architecture constraints. We will focus on general purpose/mobile SoC multicore architectures. We will highlight results for a number of relevant benchmarks, representatives of numerous applications based on actual system architecture. The most energy efficient STT-MRAM based main memory proposal provides an average energy consumption reduction of 27% at the cost of 2x the area and the least energy efficient STT-MRAM based main memory proposal provides an average energy consumption reduction of 8% at the around the same area or lesser when compared to DRAM.

Index Terms—NVM, Main Memory, Selector, Bit cell, NVMain

I. INTRODUCTION

Minimizing the energy consumption of main memory under performance constraints has become one of the most important factors involved in delivering high-performance and low-power computing platforms. A study of server systems shows that main memory consumes 40% of server power by means of both the direct energy consumption and indirect energy contribution required to mitigate the power density/thermal effects of these systems [1]. This percentage of energy contribution is even higher when the system is in standby mode, a common case for mobile systems, typically to save energy. With the drive to bridge the memory wall, this problem has compounded. In DRAM, aggressive scaling of the cell capacitance threatens the sensing margin and obtaining enough data retention characteristics.

This has led to several proposals to utilize emerging non-volatile memory (NVMs) such as resistive RAM (RRAM), phase change memory (PCM) and spin-transfer torque magnetic RAM (STT-MRAM) at the main memory level [2][3]. These NVMs provide advantages of dramatically reduced static energy consumption by eliminating the need for refresh while also boasting potential advantages in technology scalability and density. Unfortunately, these NVMs usually have a higher dynamic write energy than DRAM that can limit their energy advantage. STT-MRAM is presently one of the more promising and mature NVMs. It has high density (10-20 F² depending on bit-cell design), low power consumption, is fast relative to other NVMs and suffers minimal degradation over time (lifetime ~10¹⁶ cycles [4]). STT-MRAM can also be embedded into a SoC without altering or adversely impacting the baseline logic both in design and process integration.

In this paper, we first look at the state of the art with respect to alternative main memory solutions (Section 2). We then perform a simple breakdown of the standard DDR4 DRAM architecture and it’s power consumption (Section 3). This is followed by proposals of NVM based solutions of the main memory that utilize the DRAM interface and also have similar configuration and architecture (Section 4), a system level analysis (Section 5) and a comparative analysis of the different STT-MRAM based solutions (Section 6). The internally devel-
oped cross layer framework (entitled SEAT - System benchmarking for Enablement of Advanced Technologies) allows us to carefully validate the feasibility of proposals across the different layers of abstraction (from the device to the system and applications). This is a much more realistic approach due to the uniformity of the process and silicon validated simulation checks at multiple levels.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Very few studies thoroughly and conclusively analyze the suitability of STT-MRAM for main memory. Meza et al. [5] analyze architectural changes to enable small row buffers in NVMs and concludes that NVM main memories with reduced row buffer size can achieve up to 67% energy gain over DRAM at a cost of some performance degradation. Kultursay et al. [6] evaluate STT-MRAM as a main memory for SPEC CPU2006 workloads and show that, without any optimizations, early-design STT-MRAM is not competitive with DRAM. The authors also propose partial write and write bypass optimizations in the STT-MRAM main memory that achieves performance comparable to DRAM while reducing memory energy consumption by 60%.

K Rho et al. [7] propose a 4Gb STT-MRAM, featuring a compact 9F2-cell that was developed using advanced technology (with the DRAM transistor). The 90nm2 STT-MRAM was realized by using a compact gate pitch for the wordline, and an even finer metal-0 pitch for the bitline and source line. The pMTJ process is used here, due to its low switching current and high TMR. The 4Gb STTMRAM is not only based on a compact cell technology, but also employs a high-density chip architecture and circuit techniques to maximize array density. Kazi et al. [8] conduct a preliminary assessment of HPC system performance impact with STT-MRAM main memory based on industry estimates and perform a sensitivity analysis that correlates overall system slowdown trend with respect to average device latency due to unavailability of reliable timing info. Their results demonstrate that the overall system performance of large HPC clusters is not particularly sensitive to main-memory latency. Therefore, STT-MRAM, as well as any other emerging non-volatile memories with comparable density and access time, can be a viable option for future HPC memory system design.

III. POWER BREAKDOWN

A. DRAM

The commercially available DRAM system has a top-down hierarchical structure, that consists of the DRAM controller, channel, rank, chip, bank as shown in Figure 1. A channel is usually composed of a controller, DIMM/s and a few ranks that share the same command/address and data bus. As the I/O data width of a single memory chip is limited, multiple chips are populated in a rank and operate in lockstep to feed a wider data bus. The term rank was created and defined by JEDEC and refers to a data block that is 64 bits wide. In systems that support Error Correction Code (ECC) an additional 8 bits are added, which makes the data block 72 bits wide. In this paper, we use Micron 4Gib DDR4 x8 MT40A512M8 @2133 MHz chip as an example and the baseline design [9]. The chip configuration is 512 Meg x 8. Since each chip can only provide 8-bit (8b) data (so-called 8 device), eight chips are organized in a single rank to satisfy the total bus width of 64-bit (64b). For the DIMM, we utilize the DDR4 SDRAM RDIMM (Registered DIMM). Inside one chip, 16 internal banks are deployed as DRAM cell arrays (bank groups of 4 by 4 for x4 and x8). A bank can be accessed independently so that bank level parallelism is extensively exploited to assure memory bandwidth.

In our case, each bank has 64K rows and 1K columns. If each row contains 1K (1,024) column address starting points and each column stores 8 bits (1 byte), this would mean each row (page) is 8,192 bits (1,024 x 8 bits) or 1K bytes per bank. It should be noted that each page of memory is segmented evenly across Bank n of each IC for the associated rank. The DDR4 SDRAM uses an 8n-prefetch architecture to achieve high-speed operation. The 8n-prefetch architecture is combined with an interface designed to transfer two data words per clock cycle at the I/O pins. A single READ or WRITE operation for the DDR4 SDRAM consists of a single 8n-bit wide, four-clock data transfer at the internal DRAM core and two corresponding n-bit wide, one-half-cycle-clock data transfers at the I/O pins. Even though we focus on the commercial DDR4 in this work, this breakdown and other NVM substitutions with the DRAM interface can be easily extended to other DRAM technologies that have similar hierarchy, such as low-power DDR (LPDDR) or 3D-stacked DRAM (e.g., Wide I/O, Hybrid Memory Cube). The DRAM controller is assumed to run at 1GHz, V_{dd} supply voltage is 1.2V +/-60mV and V_{pp} for wordline boost is 2.5V, 125mV/+250mV. The chip has a cycle time of 0.937ns @ CL = 16/15. The random access latency is thus around 42-45ns.

To evaluate the DRAM power consumption, we utilize Microns DDR4 power calculator along with our study on DRAM internal architecture. Figure 2 shows the power breakdown. The power breakdown in Figure 2 can be classified into 3 categories: (1) Background Power. The background power takes up 28.6% of total power that accounts for the static power and refresh power, which consists of the powers from ACT-STBY (active standby), PRE-STBY (precharged standby), ’ACT-PDN’ (active powerdown), PRE-PDN (precharged powerdown) and REF (refresh). (2) RD/WR/Termination Power. About 43.5% of the power comes from RD/WR/Termination which represents the power for the data movement, including the powers from RD (read burst), WR (write burst), READ I/O (read bus driver), and Write ODT (write signal on-die termination). (3) Activation Power. This consists of 26.9% of the DRAM power. Considerable prior work has been proposed to reduce the Background Power or RD/WR/Termination Power.

B. NVM Main Memory

We consider three different alternative main memory solutions in this paper. Our first proposal consists of a bitcell with the high performance p-MTJ stack was developed...
The pMTJ stacks comprise of dual MgO interfaces interspersed by magnetic CoFeB electrodes, to improve the interfacial Perpendicular Magnetic Anisotropy (PMA). The free layer (FL) and reference layer (RL) consist of CoFeB-based multilayer stacks. The RL is coupled to a Co/Pt-based hard layer (HL) to form a synthetic anti-ferromagnet (iSAF), this allow us to keep our offset field near zero. The TMR is around 150% along with a resistance-area (RA) product ($7 \, \Omega \mu \text{m}^2$) from the CIPT measurement and the MTJ pillar dimension is 25nm. Here, we utilize the conventional planar transistor as a selector. This results in a unit area of 14F$_2$. $V_{dd}$ supply voltage is taken to be 0.9V. The sense amplifier is enabled when the difference between the reference and the cell read out reaches around 70mV. The drawback here is that the unit cell area of STT-MRAM is still much larger than that of DRAM, making STT-MRAM not cost-competitive to contemporary DRAM. The random access latency here is 30ns.

The second proposal borrows from [7]. Two different supply voltages are present here to help boost the WL and compensate for the weak DRAM transistor ($V_{dd1} = 1.2V$ and $V_{dd2} = 1.8V$). The chip operation is similar to that of mobile LPDDR2-S4B DRAM, resulting in a random read latency of 50ns. This chip is however about 1.4 times smaller than the previous proposal. The third and the final proposal involves the use of a highly nonlinear bi-directional selector device that opens up the possibility of the stacking to reduce the unit area and be cost competitive with contemporary DRAM [10]. This results in a unit area of 4F$_2$. The drain voltages of selected WL/BL driving transistors are 1.8/0 V, and the gate voltage of selected WL/BL driving transistors is 3.3 V. The line resistance was assumed to be 2 Ohm/sq, and the parasitic capacitance was assumed to be 30 aF/cell. These values are typical of parasitic parameters in crossbar arrays using 25-nm technology. The STT-MTJ parameters in this proposals are as follows: TMR of approximately 110% and a parallel resistance (RP) was 25 kOhm for the dimensions of 30 $\times$ 30 nm$^2$. Presently, since selector technology is not fully optimized, the higher leakage contribution compared to conventional transistor options can lead to an increase in background power. The random access latency here is 40ns. The power breakdown profile in Figure 2 alludes to this. Thus, while the 3rd proposal has the smallest unit area and will be the most cost competitive, it will also be the most power hungry option.

**IV. SYSTEM LEVEL ANALYSIS**

The system level analysis is carried out by combining two modeling and simulation tools: gem5 [11] and NVMain.
From input parameters characterizing a given system configuration, these tools are co-simulated in order to produce execution statistics including execution time, memory transactions and related latencies, power/energy consumption.

The gem5 computer architecture simulator [11] provides an accurate evaluation of system performance thanks to its high configurability for a fine grained architecture modeling. Its full-system simulation mode runs unmodified operating systems. It has been used for the accurate modeling and evaluation of modern multicore architectures, such as ARM big.LITTLE [13]. NVMain [12] is an architectural-level simulator that enables to model main memory design with both DRAM and emerging non-volatile memory technologies. It is well-integrated together with the gem5 simulator, which makes it possible to achieve cycle-approximate multicore system simulation together with cycle-level simulation of a variety of main memory technologies in the system. In addition, NVMain can also accommodate traces as input for facilitating design space exploration by considering either user-defined emerging memory technologies or those provided together with the simulator. In this paper, we consider both options by calibrating a few DRAM models based on available datasheets.

A given memory configuration in NVMain is described by several tens of parameters regarding the corresponding architecture for which a template is illustrated in Figure 3, and its timing and energy consumption. These parameters are leveraged by during the co-simulation NVMain to estimate the delay and energy consumption of the main memory in the execution of a particular workload. For available memories, these configuration parameters are gathered from datasheet information and are very accurate.

A. gem5-NVMain co-simulation

In order to obtain a good simulation accuracy, gem5 and NVMain need a tight interaction. NVMain receives memory requests from gem5 at precise time instants; these requests should trigger different NVMain actions (i.e., request enqueuing, scheduling, transfer to main memory, bank latency computation and transfer back to controller) that need to be executed (to preserve dependencies) before gem5 can proceed with its simulation. Accordingly, gem5 and NVMain have been integrated (by NVMain developers) in the co-simulation environment illustrated in Figure 4 as part as the used framework.

An interfacing object, namely NVMainMemory, is created inheriting from both, the AbstractMemory gem5 class and the NVOBject NVMain class. As a gem5 object, the newly created interfacing object can respond to the recvTimingReq method triggered by the last level cache during the gem5 simulation. Each received request includes a gem5 memory request packet, namely pkt, whose information is transferred onto a new NVMain memory request packet, namely req, that is then submitted to the NVMain simulator. To keep track of the issued memory requests, the interfacing object stores both the pkt and the corresponding req in a map data structure. Once NVMain has completed the submitted memory operation, the interfacing object is notified through the RequestCompleted method. Then, the corresponding pkt is retrieved from the map data structure and sent back to gem5 as part of the request completed confirmation through the sendTimingResp method, which is triggered by a RespondEvent (previously scheduled in the gem5 event queue by the interfacing object). Furthermore, the NVMainMemory interfacing object and the NVMain simulator are cycled every clock cycle through the tick method, which propagates the standard gem5 cycling to NVMain through the Cycle method.

B. Framework soundness evaluation

Experiments have been carried out to evaluate the correctness of gem5-NVMain framework by considering a set of relevant applications (from the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite [14]) running on a system with the aforementioned Micron 4Gib DDR4 x8 MT40A512M8 @2133 MHz main memory baseline design. The experimental setup is detailed in Table I. An important motivation of this evaluation framework is to enable a rapid design space exploration while integrating NVMs into main memory. For this reason, our first experiment focuses on the relevance assessment of gem5 system call emulation (SE) and full system (FS) simulation modes. The SE mode is used to simulate individual applications without the need to model devices or an operating system (OS). System calls are emulated by calling the host OS, enabling a fast simulation. On the other hand, FS mode executes both user-level and kernel-level instructions and models a complete system including the OS and devices. This includes support for interrupts, exceptions, privilege levels, and I/O devices. For illustration, Table II summarizes an evaluation of the perlbench application in both SE and FS mode combined with NVMain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I</th>
<th>ARCHITECTURE CONFIGURATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System element</td>
<td>Configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>64-bit RISC ARMv8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>single core, out-of-order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Instruction cache</td>
<td>Private, 64 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Data cache</td>
<td>Private, 64 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 cache</td>
<td>Shared, 1 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Memory</td>
<td>2 channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 ranks per channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 chips per rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory controller at 1 GHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micron 4Gib DDR4 x8 MT40A512M8 @2133 MHz chip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II</th>
<th>SYSTEM CALL EMULATION VS FULL SYSTEM SIMULATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runtime (second)</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main memory reads (kilo)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main memory writes (kilo)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main memory bandwidth (MB/s)</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SE mode estimates an execution time of 0.006 seconds, instead, the FS simulation estimates 0.0104 seconds. The time
The row buffer locality exploited by the memory controller is indicated by the row buffer hits/misses values. Obviously, an execution optimised for minimal main memory latency will aim at minimising the more expensive row buffer misses. The total main memory access latency is split between average memory access latency and average queue latency. The latter is the average time a memory request spends in the memory queue waiting to be served. Finally, one can also observe how often the memory simulation was triggered by comparing the wakeupCount with respect to the total number of simulation cycles. Another experiment has been conducted with 12 applications of the PARSEC 3.0 benchmark suite [16] demonstrating that NVMain rarely accounts for more than 15% of the overall simulation time (Figure 5, right). Moreover, it is observed that the NVMain contribution on the total simulation time is not correlated to the main memory bandwidth (Figure 5). Among all the simulated PARSEC applications, the simulation time varies from about 4 to 36 hours. Each simulation traces consider a minimum of 1,500,000 samples which corresponds to about a 4-hour execution time.

V. COMPARATIVE SYSTEM LEVEL ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION

Figure 6 highlights a relative comparison between the different NVM main memory solutions and DRAM from a system energy consumption point of view. From the graphs it is quite clear that the NVM solutions fare better than the DRAM almost every-time. It is only when the write access dominates the benchmark/application suite that the
NVM energy consumption shoots up. This can be attributed to the higher write energy of MRAM compared to DRAM and it’s own read (asymmetric nature). The high resistance MTJ cells in ‘MTJ + Selector’ option leads to increased RC delay and thus longer access times. This combined with the higher voltage requirements due to the immaturity of the selector technology leads to the relatively higher energy consumption (only 8% average energy reduction across the different benchmarks compared to conventional DRAM). The ‘MTJ + selector’ option will be most viable in the future if and when the selector is optimized for leakage and dynamic power. While, the ‘MTJ + conventional transistor’ is the most energy efficient among the NVM proposals (27% average energy reduction across the different benchmarks compared to conventional DRAM), it is also the least cost effective due to the large cell size (more than 2 times that of DRAM). Finally, it must be mentioned that while we assume a DRAM like interface for these NVM proposals, the full benefits of NVMs can only be leveraged through micro-architectural modifications and custom interfaces that maximize the benefits of NVMs.

Fig. 5. DRAM bandwidth and Full System simulation time breakdown.

Fig. 6. The relative energy consumption of the NVM based main memory solutions and conventional DRAM
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